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Abstract

This paper introduces a constrained recon�gurable mesh model which incorpo�

rates practical assumptions about propagation delays on large sized buses� Sim�

ulations of AT � optimal recon�gurable mesh algorithms on the constrained re�

con�gurable mesh model are found to be non�optimal� Optimal solutions for the

sorting and convex hull problems requiring less area are then presented� For the

problems investigated� the constrained recon�gurable mesh model predicts a con�

tinuum in performance between the recon�gurable mesh and mesh of processors

architectures�
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� Introduction

The recon�gurable mesh architecture is a two�dimensional array of processors in which

each processor is wired to its four neighbours� Each processor controls a set of local

short�circuit switches which allow the inter�processor wires to be connected together to

form a communication bus� All processors participating in the bus con�guration have

access to the data available on it� thereby reducing the communication diameter of the

array to a constant� Refer to ��� �	 for a detailed description of the recon�gurable mesh

model�

Since the �rst papers ���� �
	� research on the recon�gurable mesh architecture has

gained considerable momentum� A number of models have been proposed� and various

techniques have been introduced to help develop constant running time algorithms

for image processing� geometric and graph theoretic problems �refer to ��� �� �	 for a

survey of the various models and algorithms� Recent examples include constant time

algorithms for sorting n numbers ��� �� �	 and for determining the convex hull of n

planar points ���� ��	�

A common feature of recon�gurable mesh models is the assumption that a packet

of data can be broadcast in constant time on a bus component independent of its size

or length� This feature has attracted criticism and cast a shadow of doubt on the

scalability of massively parallel recon�gurable machines�

Investigation of bus delays ���� ��	 has indicated that the delay is small� but that

it cannot be correctly modeled by a constant no matter how large the bus� In this

paper we report on our study of a new approach to coping with bus delay and of its

incorporation into the design of algorithms for recon�gurable meshes� The main idea

is to model the propagation delay on a bus�unit� by a constant� and to only permit the

class of algorithms� denoted by Ak� which con�gure bus components bound in size to

at most k bus�units to run on the model�

�A bus�unit is a segment of the bus that connects adjacent processors�
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We give a detailed description of our recon�gurable mesh model in the following

section� Lower bounds are discussed in section �� In section � we present an optimal

algorithm for sorting on a constrained recon�gurable mesh� An optimal convex hull

algorithm for constrained recon�gurable meshes is presented in section �� We conclude

with some general remarks and open problems�

� The Model

The recon�gurable mesh of size m� n consists of m rows and n columns of processing

elements arranged in a grid� Each processor is connected to its immediate neighbours

to the north� south� east and west� when present� and has four similarly labeled I�O

ports through which it can communicate with its neighbours� Each processor possesses

a constant number of ��logmn�bit word registers� Processors are numbered from P���

in the north�western corner� to Pm���n�� in the south�eastern corner� Processors may

also be numbered from P� to Pmn�� using other orderings� For example� in row major

order Pi�j � Pin�j �

Each PE controls a set of local short�circuit switches which allow the four I�O

ports to be connected together in any of �� possible combinations� The processors

operate synchronously� in one machine cycle performing an ALU operation� con�guring

the switches� and communicating via each I�O port� When a connection is set� signals

received by a port are simultaneously available to any port connected to it� For example�

when processors connect their northern and southern I�O ports� data broadcast onto

the column bus so formed can be read by all of the processors in a column� The

model allows concurrent reading from a bus� requires exclusive writing to a bus� and

usually assumes a constant time communication delay on arbitrarily large connected

bus components�

The constant time model is infeasible for a number of reasons� Due to the �nite

resistance and capacitance per unit wire length� signals need to be regenerated to ensure
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accurate detection� and the time to broadcast a signal along the wire is proportional to

the square of its length ���	� The speed of light and the clock frequency of the machine

also limit the number of processors which can be reached by a signal in one cycle� To

account for these limits we propose the k�constrained recon�gurable mesh model that

allows buses of size at most k to be formed per cycle� We use the notation RMk
A to

refer to a k�constrained recon�gurable mesh of area A�

A linear bus does not branch� Any recon�gurable mesh algorithm which only uses

linear buses can be simulated in the k�constrained model by propagating signals k

processors at a time� Any algorithm that broadcasts on a linear row or column bus

of length l in ��� time on a recon�gurable mesh can therefore be simulated by a k�

constrained algorithm in �� l
k
 time� E�cient simulations of arbitrarily shaped linear

and branching buses are under investigation�

� Lower Bounds

Using a bisection width argument� it can be shown that the VLSI complexity for sorting

n numbers on a square mesh is ��n� ���	� When the solution mesh is no longer square�

the AT � complexity needs to be scaled by the aspect ratio �the ratio of the length of

the longer to the shorter side� For a mesh with p rows and q columns� with p � q� the

AT � lower bound to sort n numbers increases to �� q
p
�n�� and the lower bound on the

time required to sort on the mesh becomes ��n
p
�

As the computational complexities of the sorting and the planar convex hull prob�

lems are equivalent� their VLSI complexities are identical� The recently developed

constant time recon�gurable mesh algorithms for sorting and �nding the convex hull of

n elements on meshes of size n � n are therefore optimal with respect to T and AT �

complexitymeasures� Since these algorithms only use linear bus con�gurations of length

O�n� they can be simulated on a k�constrained recon�gurable meshes of size n� n in

O�n
k
 time� Although this time matches the diameter of the network� the simulations
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are no longer AT � optimal for k � n� We are therefore motivated to develop solutions

using less area�

� Optimal Sorting Algorithm

The fundamental problem of sorting n items on a recon�gurable mesh of size n � n

has been addressed by several authors� and constant time AT � optimal solutions are

now well known ��� �� �	� Straightforward simulations of these algorithms� which use

linear buses of length O�n on an n�n RMk
n� � have O�

n

k
 running time and O�n

�

k�
 AT �

complexity� Since the running time has been increased without changing the solution

area� the AT � complexity is no longer optimal when k � n�

In this section� we extend these results to an AT � optimal algorithm for sorting

on RMk
nk� Our algorithm uses the time�optimal algorithm developed by Marberg

and Gafni ��	 for sorting mn items on an m � n standard mesh� where m � p
n�

The algorithm in ��	 uses a constant number of row and column phases and is easily

adapted for sorting on the k�constrained recon�gurable mesh� Since the algorithm

consists exclusively of oblivious comparison�exchange steps� it may be described �and

analyzed in terms of its action on an arbitrary input of ��s and ��s according to the

��� principle �
	� In outline� the algorithm consists of the following steps�

Procedure RotateSort ���

�� Balance the distribution of ��s and ��s among the columns of the mesh by sorting

the columns downwards� rotating each row i �i mod n positions to the right� and

again sorting columns downwards�

�� Sort the rows of the mesh to the right

�� Distribute the elements of each
p
n�pn block among the columns of the mesh by

rotating each row i �i
p
n mod n positions to the right and sorting the columns

downwards�
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�� Balance the distribution of ��s and ��s among the rows of each
p
n� n horizontal

slice of the mesh by sorting the rows to the right� rotating each column i within

the slice �imod
p
n positions downwards� and again sorting the rows to the right�

�� Repeat step ��


� Perform � iterations of Shearsort

�� Sort the rows of the mesh to the right

end RotateSort

Each step of the algorithm involves a constant number of sorts and cyclic rotations on

the data contained� alternately� in rows and columns� A rotation is no harder than

a sorting step since the resulting permutation can be achieved by sorting� RotateSort

uses a constant number of the following basic operations�

�� Sort columns with m items in O�m time�

�� Sort or rotate rows �in either direction with n items in O�n time�

�� Rotate the columns of each
p
n� n horizontal slice of the m� n mesh in O�

p
n

time�

RotateSort therefore requires O�m � n steps to sort mn items�

We now show how sorting n items on a RMk
nk of size k � n can be achieved in

O�n
k
 time� This result may be used in the generalization to k�constrained meshes with

arbitrary aspect ratio� For ease of explanation� it will be assumed that k divides n�

Lemma � Let RMk
n be a recon�gurable linear array of processors P�� ���� Pn�� and let

Pik contain item xi� � � i � n
k
� Items x�� � � � � xn

k
�� can be sorted in O�n

k
 time by a

straightforward simulation of odd�even transposition sort�

Lemma � k items stored in the �rst row of RMk
k� of size k � k can be sorted in O��

time since algorithms ��� �� 	
 use linear buses of length O�k�






To sort n items stored in the �rst row of RMk
nk of size k � n we arrange the items so

that xsk�j is in processor Pj�sk for � � s � n

k
and � � j � k� Each row j then contains n

k

items at locations �j� sk for � � s � n
k
� The operations of RotateSort can be simulated

on an RMk
nk of size k � n to give an algorithm SORT�n� k� with the following times

for the phases �for our exposition we replace rows by columns and vice versa�

�� Sorting �or rotating rows with n

k
items� O�n

k
 time by Lemma  �and since

rotation is no harder than sorting�

�� Sorting �or rotating columns �in either direction with k items� O�� time by

Lemma � since there is a k � k block available to sort each column�

�� A rotation� dependent on the size of k as follows�

�a if n

k
�
p
k� rotating rows with

p
k items in each k� k

p
k vertical slice of the

k � n mesh� which takes O�
p
k time by Lemma �

�b if n
k
�
p
k� and hence k �

q
n
k
� rotating columns with

q
n
k
items in each

q
n

k
� n horizontal slice of the k � n mesh� which takes O�� time using the

RMkp
nk

submesh of size
q

n

k
� k available to each column�

Theorem � If n items are stored in the �rst row of a RMk
nk of size k � n� then

algorithm SORT�n� k sorts the items correctly in O�n
k
 time� which is AT � optimal�

Proof� The correctness and time complexity follow from ��	 and the above arguments�

The time is optimal since it matches the diameter and bisection lower bounds for RMk
nk

of size k � n� The algorithm matches the AT � lower bound for sorting n items on a

mesh of size k � n� which is ��n
k
� n��

� Optimal Convex Hull Algorithm

The convex hull of a set of planar points is the smallest convex polygon containing the

set� The polygon may be considered to consist of two convex chains of points� one lying
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above the line through the most westerly and easterly extreme points� the upper hull�

and a similarly de�ned lower hull� The problem of computing the convex hull may be

solved by identifying� in sequence� the vertices of the two chains� and concatenating the

two lists� We shall describe methods for computing the upper hull� which can be used

with straightforward substitutions to �nd the lower hull�

Two algorithms have recently been proposed for computing the convex hull of n

planar points in constant running time on an n� n recon�gurable mesh ���� ��	� Both

methods form linear buses of O�n length� Straightforward simulations on an n � n

RMk
n� � in which signals are propagated k processors at a time� have O�

n

k
 running time�

However� the AT � complexity of such simulations is O�n
�

k�
� which is no longer optimal

for k � n�

In this section we present an optimal algorithm to solve the convex hull problem for

RMk
nk� We employ the divide�and�conquer technique together with e�cient merging

steps� The method used for each merging step� which requires computing the supporting

line of two separable convex polygons� is chosen to suit the aspect ratio�

We use the procedure SupportLine� adapted from Nigam and Sahni ���	� in our al�

gorithms to compute the line of support between two vertically separable upper hulls� L

and R� whose extreme points are in general position� The procedure computes the end�

points of the line of support betweenR and L� each of size n at most� on a recon�gurable

mesh of size n� n in a constant number of steps�

Procedure SupportLine ���	

�� Arrange the points of L� one per row� in the �rst column of the mesh and broadcast

the points along each row�

�� Arrange the points of R� one per column� in the last row of the mesh� and broad�

cast the points along each column�

�� Each processor containing a point from L and R determines the slope of the line

from its point of R to its point of L�
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�� Within each column� each processor containing a slope record checks whether the

slope is locally minimal by checking its neighbours�

�� Identify the maximum of the slope records found in the previous step using the

method of ���	�

end SupportLine

Lemma � ��
 Procedure SupportLine correctly computes the line of support between

two n�sized vertically separable upper hulls in general position on a recon�gurable mesh

of size n� n in constant time�

The procedure forms buses of length O�n� and therefore requiresO�n
k
 time to complete

on a k�constrained recon�gurable mesh of size n � n�

The extreme points on the upper hull of a set of planar points for RMk
nk of size k�n

can be computed as follows �for simplicity� it will be assumed that k divides n�

Procedure UpperHull

�� Load the n points onto the �rst row of the mesh�

�� Sort the points in order of increasing x�coordinate using the algorithm SORT�n�k�

of section ��

�� Set the switches of theRMk
nk to partition the mesh into

n
k
components of size k�k

each� Blocks of processors compute the upper hull of their subsets independently

using the algorithm of Nigam and Sahni ���	� Upon completion the extreme points

are assigned labels in order of their appearance on the upper hull and compressed

into contiguous processors ready for merging�

�� Merge the n

k
disjoint upper hulls by performing O�log�n

k
 parallel merging stages

as in �gure �� During each stage� odd�numbered components are paired with

the following even�numbered components and their upper hulls� denoted by L
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Representation
of upper hull

Extreme points after 
first merging stage

Extreme points flipped

after step 4(a)

After first stop
in step 4(b)

Support line 
calculations

After third stop
in step 4(b)

Support lines found

Eliminated extreme
points deactivated

Extreme points
compressed

Figure �� A second merging stage of procedure UpperHull �

and R� are merged� Details of merging two upper hulls during the ith stage�

� � i � log�n
k
 are as follows�

�a Partition the upper hull of each L into at most �i�� contiguous segments of

at most k extreme points each� and �ip the extreme points of each segment

into the leftmost column of each k � k block� The extreme points of each R

are left in the last row�

�b Pipeline the segments of L from left to right� by repeatedly advancing the

groups k columns at a time� At each stop� compute the support line from the

segment of R to the segment of L using procedure SupportLine� and store
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the endpoints of the line of support with minimum slope for each segment

of R�

After � � �i�� stops� each segment of R will know its support line with the

upper hull of L�

�c Among the support lines of segments in R with the upper hull in L� we select

the one with the maximum slope as the support line between L and R�

End points of the support line� which uniquely identify the upper hull of

L�R� are communicated to the processors of both L and R� The remaining

extreme points are identi�ed� assigned labels in order of their appearance on

the upper hull� and compressed ready for the next merging stage�

end UpperHull

Theorem � Procedure UpperHull correctly computes the upper hull of a set S of n

planar points on a RMk
nk of size k � n in O�n

k
 time� which is AT � optimal�

Proof� During the ith merging stage� consider the jth segment from the right hull�

Rj� � � j � �i��� to be the upper chain of vertices of a convex polygon forming a line

of support� rjlk� with each segment of the left� Lk� � � k � �i��� also considered to be

the upper chain of vertices of some convex polygon� Since the Lk together form the

upper hull� L� the line of support from Rj to L must be the line of support rj lk� � �

k � �i��� with minimum slope� because otherwise there is some point of L above this

line� contradicting the de�nition of a supporting line� Considering the supporting lines

from each Rj to L� the line of support from R to L must be the line with maximum

slope� since otherwise some point of R contradicts the de�nition of a supporting line�

The running time of procedure UpperHull � CH�n� k� can be described by the fol�

lowing recurrence relation�

CH�n� k � LOAD�n � SORT �n� k � INIT �Merge�n� k ��

Merge�n� k �

log�n
k
�X

i��

Merge�k�i��� k ��
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During the ith merging stage of step �� the procedure merges upper hulls L and R� each

of which is the upper hull of k�i�� points� The operations of routing k elements within

a block of size k� k �step ��a and of applying procedure SupportLine to compute the

line of support between sets of k points in a k� k block �in step ��b require constant

running time� Routing all the segments of L through O�k�i columns of the mesh that

contain points of L and R requires O��i pipelined time� Thereafter� the remaining

extreme points can be identi�ed and resequenced in constant time� and the remaining

extreme points can be compressed in O��i time� Therefore� Merge�k�i��� k of �� is

performed in O��i time� It follows directly that the running time of step � is O�n
k
�

Since LOAD�n�� the running time of step �� and INIT � the running time of step ��

require O�� time each� and SORT�n�k� takes O�n
k
 time� it follows that the time com�

plexity of CH�n�k� is O�n
k
� This is optimal since the solution time and area match the

lower bound for sorting on RMk
nk of size k � n�

� Concluding Remarks

Optimal T and AT � algorithms for sorting and planar convex hull computation for the

RMk
nk of size k � n have been presented in this paper� Extensions of these algorithms

to other aspect ratios can be found in ��	� where�

�� an O� q
k
 time algorithm for sorting n items on a RMk

nk of size p � q� p � q� and

�� an O�
q

n
k
 time algorithm for computing the convex hull of n planar points on a

RMk
nk of size

p
nk �

p
nk

are presented� Bridging the extreme cases� for convex hull computations� remains an

open problem� We believe a convex hull algorithm for arbitrary aspect ratios would

be of practical use in general purpose computing environments where the mesh area

available to a task may be limited�

With the algorithms derived using our model� we are able to predict the running

time of the sorting and convex hull problems as functions of the problem size� the
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degree of constraint� k� and the aspect ratio� As is to be expected� we observe a

continuum in performance from the standard mesh of processors� for which k � ��

to the usual recon�gurable mesh model� for which k is arbitrarily large� We were

able to achieve AT � optimality in the k�constrained recon�gurable mesh model for the

computational problems we investigated by scaling the standard mesh area required

to solve the problem by k� choosing an aspect ratio which matched the diameter of

the network to its bisection width� and �nding time�optimal procedures to solve the

problem� Whether or not this is a general prescription for developing T and AT �

optimal algorithms for constrained recon�gurable meshes requires further study� It can

be argued that the constrained recon�gurable mesh model is asymptotically no faster

than the standard mesh of processors model� since for large n it is at best k times

faster� Furthermore� the k�constrained recon�gurable mesh requires k times as many

processors as the standard mesh to achieve this speedup�

Further work is needed to determine how to handle non�linear buses� and �nd

general techniques for developing optimal Ak�
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